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There was a lot of criticism of FDA collecting fees 
from the industry to preview DTC ads and many 
critics pointed out the obvious conflict of interest 
inherent in such an arrangement. 
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Consequently, either Congress got cold feet or 
pulled a trick that was always up its sleeve and 
refused to provide the “necessary” funding for the 
DTC preview program in the fiscal year 2008 
omnibus appropriations legislation signed into law 
December 26, 2007, by President Bush. As a 
consequence, the FDA decided to cancel the 
program. 

It’s interesting that the FDA would cancel the 
program even though the appropriations 
legislation DID provide $6.5 million of public 
funds—in lieu of user fees—to run the program 
through August 2008. The FDA used a somewhat 
convulted argument based on paragraphs in 
FDAAA, but its main gripe seems to be that 
without a guarantee of continued funding for 5 
years—as was originally called for in the user fee 
program—it could not hire the necessary people to 
preview ads. 

 

Up Front 
DTC User Fees Go PDUffft! 

It all started back in October/November 2005 at an 
FDA public hearing on DTC advertising (see here). 
That’s when AstraZeneca stunned attendees—at 
least those "in the know"—with written testimony 
proposing "a mandatory requirement for 
pharmaceutical companies to submit all direct-to-
consumer (DTC) advertising to the U.S. Food and 
Drug Administration's (FDA) Division of Drug 
Marketing and Communication (DDMAC) for 
review prior to its use.” 

I guess hirinig consultants—as FDAt usually does 
in other cases (eg, physician advisory 
committees)—was out of the question, although I 
would have thought that for the $41,390/ad fee 
FDA was going to charge the industry, that it could 
hire some pretty knowledgeable temp people. 

But using the $6.5 million appropriations rather 
than user fees would not have allowed the industry 
to play the “get out of jail free card” that FDAAA 
included; namely, the guarantee that once the 
FDA "approved" an ad through the preview 
process, FDA could not request that the ad be 
discontinued if it later considered the ad violative 
(see "DTC Here to Stay; Pet Turtles Too!"). That 
was the real pot of gold at the end of the PUFA 
rainbow. 

The industry was successful in getting this 
mandatory review included in the Prescription 
Drug User Fee Act [PDUFA, sounds like 
"P'doofah"], which called for drastically raising 
user fees charged to drug companies from $87.4 
million to $392.8 million annually in order to fund 
an expanded drug safety program, increased 
screening of DTC ads and the agency’s Critical 
Path initiative.  

 Somewhere along the way, PDUFA became 
FDAAA (FDA Amendments Act) and the program 
to preview DTC ads went up in smoke as in 
PDUffft! 
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Feature Article 
Use of Celebrities for PR and DTC Advertising 
“Break a Leg,” But Avoid Pratfalls! 
By John Mack  

What do Rob Lowe, Danny Glover, Sally Field, 
Kelsey Grammar, Lorraine Bracco, Bob Dole, Julie 
Andrews, Cheryl Ladd, Amitabh Bachchan, Robert 
Jarvik, BB King, Jimmy Carter, Magic Johnson, 
John Elway, Lauren Hutton, Kathleen Turner, Jack 
Nicklaus, Lance Armstrong, Loni Anderson, 
Olympia Dukakis, Terry Bradshaw, Anna Nicole 
Smith, Lauren Bacall, Joan Lunden, Katie Couric, 
Abe Lincoln, Montel Williams, Ty Pennington, 
Mandy Patinkin, Mary Lou Retton, Jerry Hall, and 
many, many other celebrities have in common? 

They all make or made a lot more money than you 
or I! 

More to the point, some of that money comes from 
endorsing products like cereal, soft drinks, and 
drugs. In fact, all the celebrities mentioned above 
[or, as in the case of Abe Lincoln, actors that look 
like them] have either endorsed specific brand 
name drugs or were hired by pharmaceutical 
companies to be spokespeople for disease-
awareness or public assistance programs. 

Works for Me 
The first celebrity endorsement of a brand name 
drug was Joan Lunden’s appearance in Claritin 
print ads in 1988, which was way before the era of 
broadcast direct-to-consumer (DTC) advertising, 
which began in 1997 when the FDA loosened 
regulations. 

You don’t know who Joan Lunden is, you say? 
Well, maybe that’s why she’s no longer endorsing 
drugs. But don’t worry, she’s leveraged her Claritin 
gig to become the author of at least one healthy 
living book. 

That’s just one of the problems with celebrity 
endorsements—celebrities get old and forgotten, 
but hopefully not BEFORE the same fate befalls 
the brand drug! 

Some celebrities, however, get better with age. 
Take Sally Field, for example. She’s getting up 
there in age and no longer works as an actress as 
far as I can tell—unless you consider her Boniva 
TV ads acting.  

Age hasn’t prevented Sally from becoming one of 
the most successful drug industry celebrity 
endorsers of all time. In fact, for a drug like Boniva, 
which is indicated for the treatment of 
postmenopausal osteoporosis, older age is an 
asset and even a necessity for any endorsement. 
The Boniva “Rally with Sally” campaign won the 
2006 DTC National Advertising Bronze Award in 
the Best Use of PR in a DTC Campaign category. 

“Boniva gets viewer 
interest in their mes-
sage because Sally 
Field is recognizable, 
likeable and delivers 
the message well,” 
says Bob Erhich on 
the DTC Perspect-
ives Blog. “I would 
say choosing her 
over a no name 
actress adds to the 
ad’s effectiveness. 
Overall this is a good 
use of the celebrity 
endorser.” 

Continues…
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Not everyone, however, likes how Sally tries to 
hawk Boniva, especially on talk shows. I pointed 
this out in the now infamous Pharma Marketing 
Blog post “Web 2.0 Hates Sally,” in which I 
republished the following comments made to the 
National Psoriasis Forum: 

To Martha Stewart...Sally Field was on her 
show today and mentioned that she has 
osteoporosis and wanted to talk about Bone 
Health. (She's their spokesperson.) Sally 
mentioned medications, and said she takes 
the once-a-month Boniva. Martha interrupted 
her to ask if it's full of vitamins and 
minerals. Sally said, "No, it's a 
treatment." Martha said, "Reeeally, no 
minerals?" WTF? Then Sally finally said she 
wanted to talk about Bone Health again, and 
again, Martha cut her off for a commercial 
break. (I've worked in television, and I 
know full-well how that works, but there 
are much smoother ways to silence a guest - 
saying, "We'll talk about that, and more, 
when we come back," is one great way.) 

One more segment, Sally has twice said, "I 
wanna talk about Bone Health," and Martha 
just went right back to talking about the 
flowers they were planting and then asked 
her about The Flying Nun. Now time's up, 
Martha said, "Good luck with the 
osteoporosis...thing," and then asked if 
men can get it. Sally finally got a few 
seconds to plug the website, and that was 
it... 

I give Martha credit for side-stepping Sally's 
attempts to plug Boniva and "bone health." But 
here's what I'd like to know: Are celebrities paid 
more if they mention the drug name? Are they paid 
less if they cannot get the whole message on the 
show? Also, did Sally mention that she was a paid 
spokesperson on the show? 

Celebrity Endorsements: Clear and Prominent 
Disclosure 
“The blatant plugging of Boniva on other shows is 
a whole other issue,” said Chris Truelove, Editor, 
Med Ad News, in a comment to my Sally Field 
post. “It would be great to see more disclosure, but 
unless companies are legislatively forced to require 
this in every celebrity appearance on their behalf, 
Sally is going to continue to irk the average non-
osteoperotic viewer and get cut off by talk-show 
hostesses.” 

It's interesting to note that FTC has a position on 
celebrity endorsements that is absent in any FDA 
"guidance" regarding Rx marketing: endorsers of 
products—celebrities or non-celebrity patients—
are required to provide "clear and prominent 
disclosure of any relationship that would materially 
affect the weight or credibility given to a user 
testimonial or endorsement." 

Perhaps if it could, FTC would go after celebrity 
endorsers of Rx products. Nowhere on the Boniva 
Web site, or in the print and TV ads featuring Sally 
and the "Rally With Sally For Bone Health” 
campaign can I find any disclosure that she is paid 
for her endorsement.   

Sally is also touting the benefits of Boniva in the 
press without disclosing that she is a paid Boniva 
spokesperson: "I feel it's kind of a miracle," she 
was quoted as saying in The Oregonian. 

You won't see the FTC go after Roche, however. 
The FDA and FTC have agreed that Rx products 
are the FDA's turf and OTC drugs are FTC’s turf. 
So, while the FDA may assume consumers 
understand that Sally is paid to make these 
comments about an Rx drug, the FTC apparently 
does not make that kind of assumption in its 
oversight of OTC weight-loss drugs, for example. 

The FTC is, however, considering tightening the 
rules regarding celebrity endorsements in ads of all 
kinds. This could affect everything from celebrities’ 
claims about brands on talk shows to fact-checking 
assertions of benefits in ads. In the Boniva ads, 
Sally claims her bones are “stronger” and there 
may be some small print regarding bone density 
tests as an “asterisk” that explains what that 
means. Would this pass muster with new FTC 
rules, assuming FTC asserts authority over Rx 
DTC ads? 

Congress Probes Celebrities 
FTC and FDA may have some authority to modify 
regulations regarding celebrity endorsements in 
drug ads, but drug marketers fear Congress, which  
can write new laws that give these agencies 
greater authority. 

This fear was realized recently when Reps. John 
D. Dingell (D-MI), Chairman of the Committee on 
Energy and Commerce, and Bart Stupak (D-MI), 
Chairman of the Subcommittee on Oversight and 
Investigations, announced that they are opening 
an investigation into the use of celebrity 
endorsements of prescription medications in DTC 
advertising—specifically Dr. Robert Jarvik’s 
appearance in Pfizer’s Lipitor commercials. 

“We are concerned that consumers might be 
misled by Pfizer’s television ads for Lipitor starring 
Dr. Jarvik,” Dingell said. “In the ads, Dr. Jarvik 
appears to be giving medical advice, but 
apparently, he has never obtained a license to 
practice or prescribe medicine.” Says Stupak: “Dr. 
Jarvik’s appearance in the ads could influence 
consumers into taking the medical advice of 
someone who may not be licensed to practice 

Continues…© 2008 VirSci Corporation (www.virsci.com). All rights reserved.  
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medicine in the United States. Americans with 
heart disease should make medical decisions 
based on consultations with their doctors, not on 
paid advertisements during a commercial break.” 

medicine in the United States. Americans with 
heart disease should make medical decisions 
based on consultations with their doctors, not on 
paid advertisements during a commercial break.” 

In discussion of this issue on the Pharma 
Marketing Roundtable Forum
In discussion of this issue on the Pharma 
Marketing Roundtable Forum, Mario Cavallini, 
Director of Competitive Intelligence at Rosetta 
(public profile), said “Given the event that triggered 
this thread—the amazing assertion by two 
lawmakers that any person saying things in an ad 
about a drug to no person in particular can 
somehow appear to be rendering medical advice—
the main "don't" to be learned about this would be: 
don't do anything that can become political fodder 
during a major election campaign. Good luck 
finding a year that's not part of a major election 
campaign.” 

Other Roundtable members felt it was a non-issue. 
Chris Mycek, VP, Health & Wellness at imc2 
(public profile), said “I'm surprised at how much the 
Jarvik event has been covered in the press, as it 
really seems to be a non-issue...the man is an 
expert in cardiology and states the facts with fair 
balance. I guess the rule is to always be 100% 
transparent, and anticipate how anything may be 
negatively perceived. (Disclosure, Lipitor is a 
client).” 

When the Jarvik Lipitor ads first aired, he was 
touted as the first “real” doctor to be used in a drug 
ad—as opposed to fake doctors like the one 
suggested by Mandy Patinkin (who played Dr. 
Jeffrey Geiger on CBS's Chicago Hope TV show) 
in the Crestor ads. The Lipitor ads could be 
misleading consumers into believing that Jarvik is 
a doctor similar to the doctors they are used to 
seeing in real life—one that treats patients and has 
experience with cholesterol medications. Why else 
would we believe him as an endorser of Lipitor? 

 

When Celebrities Go Bad 
Worse than falling out of the public limelight, 
however, is when a celebrity goes off the deep end 
at the height of his/her career and while working for 
the drug industry. That happened recently when 
Montel Williams, the spokesperson for PhRMA's 
Partnership for Prescription Assistance Program, 
threatened Courtney Scott, a teenage Intern who 
interviewed him for a Savannah Morning News 
story (see “Montel's Bomb Blows Up in Blogs!”).  

Joseph Cosey, a Web content producer for the 
newspaper, described the confrontation this way: 
“As we were preparing to film, Montel walked up 
with his bodyguard and got in Courtney Scott's 
face pointing his finger telling her ‘Don't look at me 
like that. Do you know who I am? I'm a big star, 
and I can look you up, find where you live and blow 
you up.’” 

“Given the poor industry image, do they want 
someone who threatens teenagers to be an official 
spokesperson in their own DTC campaign?,” asked  

Continues…
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Rule #1: Prepare Your Celebrities for 
Media Interviews 

When the story about the Congressional 
investigation of Pfizer’s use of Dr. Robert Jarvik 
in Lipitor commercials was being actively 
discussed in the mainstream media and in 
blogs, Jarvik appeared on the "Good Morning 
America" show to answer critics who say he 
should not be pitching a drug as a doctor who 
cannot prescribe medicine because it's 
misleading consumers. 

Unfortunately, it appeared that Jarvik was not 
coached on how to handle provocative 
questions from the media and he faltered badly 
on national TV when Diane Sawyer asked him 
"What about generics? Why don't you mention 
generics?" 

There was a long pause ... then the response: 

Jarvik: "I don't know. We have talked about 
generics in the ads..." 

Sawyer: "You have?" 

Jarvik: "Well maybe there's an ad that hasn't 
come out yet that you haven't seen." (smirk) 
"So, we do address those issues." 

If Jarvik is ever called to testify before 
Congress, he’ll need better coaching. 

See Jarvik Falters in His Own Defense for the video. 

http://www.pharma-mkting.com/pmroundtable/pmroundtable-hp.html
http://www.pharma-mkting.com/pmroundtable/pmroundtable-hp.html
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Luckily, Montel was not endorsing a particular drug 
brand, so the impact of his “mis-statements” on the 
bottom line of any one company is practically nil. 
The same can’t be said, however, if a celebrity 
closely associated with a brand does a Brittany 
nosedive. Boniva, for example, is now closely 
associated with Sally Field and vice versa. While it 
is unlikely that Sally would ever get caught up in a 
celebrity “crotch shot” scandal, Roche may have 
hedged its bet by not mentioning the name “Sally 
Field” in any of its TV ads for Boniva. Everyone 
knows who she is, so why mention her name 
especially if that affords you some distance if 
needed? 
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Report 
Pharma Marketing Network 2007 Report 
Stats and Subscriber Profiles 
By John Mack 
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Pharma Marketing Network is a leading 
online resource for pharmaceutical marketers, 
bringing together into a single online community 
pharmaceutical marketing, advertising, and sales 
professionals from pharmaceutical companies, 
communications companies, and marketing service 
providers.  

This newsletter—Pharma Marketing News—is the 
linchpin of the Network, which also includes an 
online discussion and social networking Forum site 
(see “An Online Community of Our Own”), Pharma 
Marketing Blog, and an informational Web portal 
site packed with resources for marketers.  

This report provides information about our 
subscribers and Web site statistics for 2007.  

Pharma Marketing News 
Pharma Marketing News is an independent 
electronic newsletter focused on issues of 
importance to pharmaceutical marketing profess-
sionals. It is published monthly except for August 
and December. 2008 marks the 7th consecutive 
year of publication. 

In 2007, 10 issues were published and delivered. 
Each issue was approximately 15-20 pages in 
length with an average of 5.5 articles per issue 
(including commentary).  

The break-down by type of article is shown in 
Figure 1 and described below. 

Advertorial Articles: Approximately 1 out of every 
5 articles is an “advertorial” article. Advertorials 
feature reviews of products or services of advert-
isers. Other articles, of course, may also feature 
specific products or services, but an advertorial is 
based on in-depth information approved by the 
advertiser and the advertiser may order a co-
branded PDF version for its own use (either linking 
to it on the Web or printing the article for 
distribution to clients). Request the Rate Card for 
more information about advertorial sponsorships. 

Feature Articles: These are editorial pieces that 
offer in-depth information about topics of interest to 
pharmaceutical marketers. 

Standard Articles: These are 2nd-tier articles—
not as in-depth as feature articles—on various 
topics. Some of these may be guest articles written 

by contributing author experts. These articles may 
also summarize online surveys hosted on the 
Pharma Marketing Network site. 

Figure 1: Breakdown of articles published in 
Pharma Marketing News in 2007. 

Highlights: These are summaries of presentations 
made at industry conferences or highlights of 
several different presentations at such 
conferences. Pharma Marketing Talk podcasts and 
3rd-party webinars may also be summarized in 
highlight articles. These articles often contain 
interviews and/or quotes and data from experts 
and thought leaders in the field of pharmaceutical 
marketing or sales. 

Reviews: These are reviews of books, movies, 
Web sites, or Blogs of interest to pharmaceutical 
professionals. 

OpEds: Approximately one article in each 
newsletter is an OpEd piece written by the 
Publisher and focused on a current topic of 
interest. This category may also include more in-
depth commentaries/opinion pieces.   

Continues… 
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Subscriber Profile 
Pharma Marketing News opt-in subscribers 
(“subscribers”) are highly qualified pharmaceutical 
industry professionals employed at pharma-
ceutical, medical device, biotech, and marketing 
communications companies, ad agencies, and  
consultancies (see Figure 2).  

The number of subscribers as of 31 December 
2007 was 4,856, which represents an increase of 
24.2% compared with 2006 (see Figure 3). 

Figure 2 shows the makeup of the subscribers by 
type of employer or organizational affiliation (based 
on a sample representing 94% of subscribers). 
Approximately 53% of subscribers are from North 
America (mostly USA), 17% from Europe and the 
Middle East (mostly Europe), and 26% from Asia, 
India, Pakistan, and Australia. The remaining 4% 
are split between Africa (2%) and Central/South 
America (2%). 

Figure 3: Number of Pharma Marketing News subscribers.

Pharma Marketing News Reader 
Feedback Survey 

 Do you find Pharma Marketing News essential for 
keeping up with trends and ideas in pharmaceutical 
marketing?  

 Is the newsletter well written?  
 Do the display advertisements within the newsletter 

provide useful information?  
 What about the email ad supplements sent 

separately?  
 What topics related to pharmaceutical marketing and 

sales are you most interested in?  
 Which other industry trade publications or newsletters 

do you subscribe to and/or read on a regular basis? 

We’d like your answers to these and a few other questions. 
As a thank you, after completing this survey, you will be 
directed to special discounts on Reprint Supplements 
(eDetailing, Physician Education, Sales Force 
Effectiveness, ePharma Marketing, DTC). 

Click this box to take the online survey. 

http://www.surveymonkey.com/s.aspx?sm=6j
mT1pEROo4RJn7OU0rARg_3d_3d  

 
Figure 2: Profile of Pharma Marketing News subscribers. 

Portal Site 
The Pharma Marketing Network Portal site is 
accessed via www.pharma-mkting.com or 
www.pharmamarketingnetwork.com. It is the main 
point of access to all Pharma Marketing Network 
domains and includes the Home Page and a 
number of index pages that link to the subdomains 
described in Table 1 (next page).  

Continues…
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Name Description SubDomain URL 

Forums Social networking/discussion forums for 
marketing executives; includes daily news 
briefs, event calendar, buddy lists, etc.  

forums.pharma-mkting.com 

News Pharma Marketing News article summaries, 
full text articles, reprints, special 
supplements 

news.pharma-mkting.com 

Blog 
Index* 

Pharma Marketing Blog index and 
summaries of posts; *This is not Pharma 
Marketing Blog, which is a separate Web 
site; this is comprised of a menu page listing 
all posts made to the Blog with associated 
summary pages that link to the Blog. 

blog.pharma-mkting.com 

Meetings Pharma Marketing Conference Calendar 
with links to Web page overviews 

meetings.pharma-mkting.com 

Vendors Pharma Marketing Vendor Directory—an 
online B2B “yellow pages” for the 
pharmaceutical industry—consisting of 35 
separate category pages  

vendors.pharma-mkting.com 

Talk Gateway to Pharma Marketing Talk with 
links to Web page overviews and access to 
audio archives 

talk.pharma-mkting.com 

Glossary Dozens of pharma marketing glossary 
pages; one page per term 

glossary.pharma-mkting.com 

Surveys Current and past surveys with summaries of 
results 

surveys.pharma-mkting.com 

Jobs Job ad pages, which are mirrored in the Job 
Exchange Forum in the Forums domain 

jobs.pharma-mkting.com 

 
Table 1: Subdomains of the Pharma Marketing Network Portal Site. 
 

Growth in number of pages viewed and unique 
visits to the Portal Site, which includes all 
subdomains (excluding Pharma Marketing Blog 
site), was substantial in 2007.  

Page Views 
A page view (aka, page impression) is single 
instance of a Web page being viewed by a user. 
Only fully loaded pages are counted. Individual 
images and components are not included. 

Page views increased from an average of about 
456,000 in Q1 2007 to about 808,000 in Q4 2007. 
The total page views for 2007 was 2,469,839.  

The most growth was seen in the Forums domain. 
This growth is expected to continue in 2008 as the 
number of registered users and posts increase. 

Unique Visits 
This analysis summarizes multiple page views of 
an individual visitor into unique visits. A visitor is 
counted only when bringing up at least one page 
and taking no longer than 30 minutes between 
individual pages. 

Unique visits increased from an average of about 
256,000 in Q1 2007 to about 382,000 in Q4 2007 
(see Figure 4, pg. 10). The total unique visits for all 
of 2007 was 1,250,771.  

Continues…
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Total Unique Visits by Quarter, All Domains, 
2007
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As with page views, the most growth in unique 
visits was seen in the Forums domain, whereas 
there was a decrease in visits to the main (portal) 
domain pages (see Figure 4). This growth is 
expected to continue in 2008. 

Pharma Marketing Network Forums  
The newest and fastest growing member of the 
Pharma Marketing Network family is the online 
discussion Forums subdomain, which is 
responsible for the majority (54%, 1,034,433 page 
views) of the total pages viewed and a plurality 
(38%, 350,340 visits) of unique visits made to all 
PMN sites (excluding Pharma Marketing Blog; see 
Figure 5A and 5B ).  

Forums
54%

Main
21%

Blog Index*
9%

News
7%

Vendors
3%

Meetings
2%Other

4%

Figure 5A: Visits to Portal Site by Domains, Q4 2007.

Figure 4: Visits to Portal Site by Quarter, 2007. 

The Forums provide our readers and advertisers 
with several unique options for networking with one 
another. 

Forums are organized under 5 main sections: 
News & Views, Open Discussions, Company 
Forums, International Forums, and Community 
Matters. Request the Rate Card for more infor-
mation about the major subsections the Forums 
site and sponsorship options.  

Figure 5B: Portal Site Pageviews by Domains, Q4 2007. 

Continues…
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Pharma Marketing Blog  
Pharma Marketing Blog (PMB) focuses on topics 
relating to best practices in pharmaceutical 
marketing and reflects the opinions of John Mack, 
the Publisher of Pharma Marketing News. Mack is 
widely recognized as an expert in pharmaceutical 
marketing practices and is often quoted in the 
press. 

The target audience for PMB is marketing pro-
fessionals. See Figure 6 for a breakdown.  

In the 2007 Pharma Blogosphere™ reader survey, 
PMB ranked within the top 3-4 pharma-related 
blogs in readability, usefulness, and credibility by 
readers employed by pharmaceutical companies 
(see “How Readable, Credible & Useful are 
Pharma Blogs?”).  

Pharma Marketing Blog consistently ranks 11-20 in 
eDrugSearch’s Healthcare 100 list of the world’s 
top blogs on health and medicine. Among pharma-
related blogs on that list, Pharma Marketing Blog 
has been the #1 rated US-based pharma blog ever 
since the list was created in June, 2007. 

Figure 6: Pharma Marketing Blog Visitor Profile. 

Support for the Pharmaceutical Industry 
PMB is widely read by industry insiders, the 
majority of whom support the pharmaceutical 
industry according to the PMB reader survey 
mentioned above. Overall, 65% of Pharma 
Marketing Blog readers are somewhat or very 
supportive of the pharmaceutical industry whereas 
only 19% are somewhat or very unsupportive of 
the industry. Approximately 84% of PMB readers 
employed by pharmaceutical companies are 
supportive of the industry. 

Statistics 
The following table presents some statistics 
relating to visitors, page views, posts, and inter-
action with readers through comments to posts. 

Year Visits Page Views 

2007 178,037 288,472 

2006 81,062 127,260 
 

Syndication 
Pharma Marketing Blog is available via RSS feed 
and its posts are syndicated via BlogBurst, a 
service that places blogs on top-tier online 
destinations. In 2007, PMB posts were placed on: 
Biospace (1,585,562 views), Reuters (1,410,967 
views), FoxNews (1,393,623 views), IBS (115,095 
views), iVillage (18,980 views), Palm Beach Post 
(5,372 views), coxohio.com (5,269 views), San 

Diego Union Tribune (4,480 views), Austin 
American Statesman (733 views), and 
UsaToday.com (357 views).  

Pharma Marketing Talk  
Pharma Marketing Talk (PMT) is a 15 to 30-minute 
call-in talk-show podcast that airs live via the Web 
approximately every 2 weeks. PMT podcasts cover 
a variety of pharmaceutical marketing subjects and 
guests are marketing experts, thought leaders, and 
advertisers.  

Live listeners can participate in an online chat with 
John Mack, the host, and the guest to ask 
questions or make comments. Listeners can also 
call in by phone and be conferenced in live. Each 
show is archived and can be downloaded to iPods 
(or other portable MP3 players) or listened to via 
Web-based streaming audio.  

PMT is hosted on BlogTalkRadioSM, a leading 
syndicated social radio network, where it is 
available to thousands of listeners. PMT is also 
available through the iTunes Web site and through 
Pharma Marketing Network (see www.talk.pharma-
mkting.com).  

In 2007, 33 shows aired, 13 (39%) of which were 
part of “advertorial” packages. The average 
number of archive downloads was 338 as of 4 
January 2008. For a complete list of archived 
podcasts, see www.talk.pharma-mkting.com.  
Request the Rate Card for more information 
about Pharma Marketing Talk podcast sponsorship 
options. 

Continues…
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Pharma Marketing Vendor Directory  Pharma Marketing Vendor Directory  

 

LISTING OPTIONS 

ENHANCED: Large, bold color font for name; 
Up to 125-word description; Active (clickable) 
Web and email links; Logo; PLUS...Your 
company name appears prominently NEAR the 
TOP of the page in the "Recommended 
Vendors" menu in bold text. $74.95 per Year 

PREFERRED: Same as Enhanced, BUT up to 
250-word description;  PLUS...Your company 
name AND small logo appear prominently AT 
the TOP of the page in the "Preferred Vendors" 
menu in bold text. $149.95 per Year 

SPONSOR: Same as Preferred, BUT 
includes banner ad at top of page. 
$295.00 per Year 

DETAILS AND ORDER ONLINE HERE 

Pharma Marketing Network’s Vendor Directory 
(www.vendors.pharma-mkting.com
Pharma Marketing Network’s Vendor Directory 
(www.vendors.pharma-mkting.com) is an online 
B2B “yellow pages” for the pharmaceutical industry 
consisting of hundreds of pharmaceutical 
marketing vendors, consultants, executive search 
firms, medical education companies, ad agencies, 
and other companies servicing the needs of 
pharmaceutical manufacturers.  

A listing in one of the 35 categories of the Pharma 
Marketing Vendor Directory increases a company’s 
visibility among Pharma Marketing Network 
members and site visitors. It also can increase 
greatly a company’s search engine visibility—an 
astounding 26% of Vendor Listings in the online 
Vendor Directory achieve the #1 position in a 
Google search on their corporate names! 

Some Stats 
The Vendor Directory subdomain of the Pharma 
Marketing Network portal site received 105,293 
page views in 2007 and accounted for 70,451 
unique visits. The TOP categories are shown in 
Figure 7. 

Pharma Marketing News 

 

Page Views of Top Vendor Directory Categories
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Figure 7: Page Views in 2007 for the Top Vendor Directory Categories. 
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Article Article 

Wither CME? Wither CME? 
New Rules for Industry Support 
By John Mack 
 

“The clock is ticking for industry-funded medical 
education,” declared Daniel Carlat, M.D., author of 
the Carlat Blog and outspoken critic of pharma-
sponsored continuing medical education (CME). 
Dr. Carlat was a guest on a recent Pharma 
Marketing Talk podcast—“Welcome to the CME 
Laundromat!”—which you can listen to here. 

“The latest body blow,” says Carlat, “comes in the 
form of a report on medical education issued by 
the influential Josiah Macy, Jr. Foundation.” The 
report points out that the “majority of financial 
support for accredited CME, and increasingly for 
CNE (Continuing Nurse Education), derives 
directly or indirectly from commercial entities.” 

In 2007, for example, the pharmaceutical industry 
provided $1.19 billion to sponsor CME programs 
($1.44 billion if you include advertising and exhibits 
at CME events). That's about 60% of all sources of 
funding for CME reported by the Accreditation 
Council on Continuing Medical Education 
(ACCME). The trend is shown in Figure 1. 

A task force of the American Psychological 
Association (APA) recently recommended that its 
148,000 members "turn their nose up at pharma 
funds; limit the role industry plays at professional 
conferences, meetings and CME sessions; and 
adopt strict guidelines on conflict-of-interest 
disclosure." 

Congress—specifically the Senate Committee on 
Finance—continues to examine pharma industry 
support of CME and reached conclusions that were 
echoed in the Macy Foundation report. In a letter 
to ACCME, the Committee posited that the 
retrospective, self-reported ACCME review 
process may not be sensitive enough to pick up 
the negative impact of influence by industry; that 
there is no explicit ACCME process for directly 
looking for commercial bias; and that the 
accreditation consequences of noncompliance are 
weak and do not force change in a timely manner. 

Continues… 

 
 
 

Figure 1: Trends in Pharma Support of CME. Source of Data: ACCME Annual Reports. 
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Impact on MECCs 
As a consequence of this attention, the ACCME 
amended the definition of “commercial interest” in 
its bylaws. Previously, only FDA-regulated entities 
were included in that definition. Now, the ACCME 
“will consider advertising agencies and journal 
publishers as commercial entities, requiring those 
that own CME units to spin them off as separate 
companies, and providing an extra layer of 
independence to firewalls that may already exist 
between the two” (see “ACCME to providers: build 

that own CME units to spin them off as separate 
companies, and providing an extra layer of 
independence to firewalls that may already exist 
between the two” (see “ACCME to providers: build 
higher firewalls,” MM&M, 9/4/2007). 

Regarding medical education and communication 
companies (MECCs), Murray Kopelow, MD, 
ACCME chief executive, wrote “ACCME does not 
intend for this rule to exclude [MECCs] from being 
accredited providers. ACCME expects that if the 
‘ad agency or publishing company' is an ACCME-
defined commercial interest, its owners will set up 
the two ‘companies' as two separate and 
independent companies.” He enumerated the 
following criteria for independence: 

 not owned or controlled by a commercial 
interest 

 separate management 
 employer of record is not a commercial interest 
 separate governance where the majority 
cannot represent a commercial interest 

 receives funds from a commercial interest only 
as commercial support. 

Onerous though the new regulations—scheduled 
to take effect in August 2008—may be for MECCs, 
the Macy Foundation report doesn’t believe it is 
enough. “No amount of strengthening of the 
‘firewall’ between commercial entities and the 
content and processes of CE can eliminate the 
potential for bias,” contends the report. 

Dr. Carlat, agrees, and contends that the new 
ACCME guidelines are merely causing advertising 
and marketing agencies behind the curtains of 
MECCs to “spend a lot of money consulting with 
their attorneys and running Xerox machines to 
churn out a new layer of paperwork to demonstrate 
the existence of new firewalls.” 

MECCs account for 34% of all CME income (see 
Figure 2, pg. 15) and approximately 76% of 
MECC-produced CME is sponsored by pharma-
ceutical companies (not including advertising 
income; see Figure 3, pg. 15). Pharma support of 
MECC-produced CME has decreased somewhat 
since 2003 when 87% of MECC CME income 
originated with pharmaceutical companies. 
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Influence Within Medical Schools 
Recently, more pharma CME funds have 
into medical schools, which account for 18%
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What About Physician Societies? 
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to call upon their members to wean themselves 
from pharma-supported CME. A task force of the 
American Psychological Association (APA) 
recently published a report that listed more than 
half a dozen ways the pharmaceutical industry 
exerts "enormous financial and political influence" 
that enables it to "assume a significant role in 
directing medical treatment, clinical research, and 
physician education" (see "Corporate Funding and 
Conflicts of Interest - A Primer for Psychologists"). 

The report also recommended that its 148,000 
members "turn their nose up at pharma funds; limit 
the role industry plays at professional conferences, 
meetings and CME sessions; and adopt strict 
guidelines on conflict-of-interest disclosure" (see 
"Psychologists Urged To Upgrade Ethics Rules"). 

According to the APA, "pharmaceutical industry 
money is so crucial to the funding of university 
medical centers that no threats or offers need to be 
made for a company to exert its influence” (see, 
however, “How Pharma Uses CME Funding as a 
Weapon"). 

What caused the APA to set up its Task Force on 
External Funding that issued this report? It was the 
industry itself, of course. Philip Zimbardo, former 
president of the APA, was appalled by the 
extravagant exhibits sponsored by pharmaceutical 
companies at the 2002 annual APA convention. 
Zimbardo described the exhibit scene at the 2002 
American Psychiatric Association convention (see 
box, pg. 17). Continues…
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Fixing the “Problem” Fixing the “Problem” 
If overarching pharmaceutical sponsorship of 
accredited CME is a problem and firewalls don’t 
work, what’s the solution? "The solution could 
hardly be simpler," says Carlat: "any continuing 
medical education that is paid for by the drug 
industry should not be accredited. Drug companies 
could still pay for any educational event, article or 
pamphlet they choose, but their courses and 
materials would no longer bear the imprimatur and 
implied credibility of accreditation.” 

If overarching pharmaceutical sponsorship of 
accredited CME is a problem and firewalls don’t 
work, what’s the solution? "The solution could 
hardly be simpler," says Carlat: "any continuing 
medical education that is paid for by the drug 
industry should not be accredited. Drug companies 
could still pay for any educational event, article or 
pamphlet they choose, but their courses and 
materials would no longer bear the imprimatur and 
implied credibility of accreditation.” 

But not everyone believes there’s a problem; at 
least not anything that couldn’t be fixed with a little 
more transparency. “Regarding concerns about 
conflicts of interest in CME funded by pharma,” 
said Cavallini, “I would suggest that pharma will 
wind up funding CME in some way or other, so the 
closer it is to the surface, the better for all 
concerned. While current firewalls on content and 
faculty selection are not perfect, they DO well 
define the intent. The consumers of the service 
learn fairly quickly which CME providers carry 
through on the intent well, and which are hounds 
after pharma honey.” 

But not everyone believes there’s a problem; at 
least not anything that couldn’t be fixed with a little 
more transparency. “Regarding concerns about 
conflicts of interest in CME funded by pharma,” 
said Cavallini, “I would suggest that pharma will 
wind up funding CME in some way or other, so the 
closer it is to the surface, the better for all 
concerned. While current firewalls on content and 
faculty selection are not perfect, they DO well 
define the intent. The consumers of the service 
learn fairly quickly which CME providers carry 
through on the intent well, and which are hounds 
after pharma honey.” 

“The alternative—completely banning pharma from 
CME sponsor—would really not ban pharma, but 
just push the influence further away from the 
surface,” said Mario Cavallini, Director of 
Competitive Intelligence at Rosetta (public profile

“The alternative—completely banning pharma from 
CME sponsor—would really not ban pharma, but 
just push the influence further away from the 
surface,” said Mario Cavallini, Director of 
Competitive Intelligence at Rosetta (public profile). 
“Institutions and individual researchers will 
continue to need funding; pharma will always be 
willing to provide; and those who see pandering as 
a way to influence funders will pander.” 

Jan Heybroek, President, The Arcas Group, LLC, 
and Pharma Marketing Roundtable member (public 
profile), is of the of the opinion that “the current 
CME system including funding by pharma isn't 
completely broke and doesn’t require tearing 
down. Rather—like most of the homes we live in—
it is structurally sound, and in need of some 
serious upgrading. The implementation of CME 
grant systems has been one of these upgrades… 
One of the pending (and overdue) upgrades is the 
addition of active oversight by ACCME of CME-
accredited programs at the time of their 
implementation; instead of the current spot-check 
approach as part of the reaccreditation process.” 

Virtually Free CME? 
Meanwhile, the number of physicians participating 
in online CME “events” has increased dramatically, 
especially in 2006 when there were recorded over 
8 million physician online participants (see Figure 
4). Obviously, many physicians participate in online 
CME more than once per year. Approximately one 

quarter of physician participants in CME activities 
occur via the Internet. However, only about 5% of 
the total hours of instruction are delivered via the 
Internet. 

 
Figure 4: Trend in Online CME Physician 
Participants. Source: ACCME. 

 

 

The delivery of CME via the Internet on demand 
where and when physicians want has got to be 
much more convenient and a lot cheaper than 
attending live CME events. Could technology 
commoditize CME and make it cheap enough to 
give away? If CME were “virtually” free, it could 
even happen that physicians would pay for it 
themselves and the whole issue of bias caused by 
the drug industry support would go away. 

Heybroek quoted some results of a physician CME 
preference survey published in Medical Meetings. 
“The results support previous analyses I have 
completed on the same subject,” said Heybroek, 
"that an overwhelming majority (92%) of physicians 
find CME activities effective in meeting their 
educational needs (38% extremely effective, 54% 
somewhat effective). In addition, respondents 
earned 60% of all CME credits in live programs 
(41% in out-of-town meetings, 19% earned locally). 
Interestingly, the 41% was the highest percentage 
reported in a decade; this means that physicians 
are seeing more benefit coming from live 
meetings.” 

“Benefiting from the introduction of new 
educational formats and continuous improvement 
of existing ones, physicians will continue to select 
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don't see any format replacing another one, now or 
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Pharma Exhibits at the 2002 APA Convention 
As told by Philip Zimbardo, former president of the APA 

 
“Dozens of huge exhibits, many occupying at least 250 square feet in area, most of 
which at least 20 feet tall, filled the center of the convention arena, on separate 
‘islands’ (stand-alone exhibit areas). In addition to their sheer bulk, many displays 
featured the name of the primary drug being promoted more prominently than they did 
the name of the pharmaceutical company. 
 
“These large booths were also filled with an assortment of unusual features to attract 
attendees, such as Zen gardens (10 feet long), aquaria, relaxing music listening areas, 
mazelike tunnels in which audio and video presentations simulated the psychotic 
experience, a music shack where attendees had their photo taken while playing a 
musical instrument that was made into the cover of a gift blues music CD for them, 
large sculptures, and more. 
 
“These exhibits were so big and so complicated that each required three or four days to 
assemble and several days more to disassemble. One exhibit booth alone cost more 
than $450,000 to create, according to the design coordinator -- and it was to be used 
only at one convention of the American Psychiatric Association.” 
 
A reporter covering the event for The Washington Post also described the scene: "In 
one part of the convention hall, companies erected 20-foot-high monuments to their 
medicines and handed out promotional materials, candies and gifts." 
 
In a further illustration of the industry's influence on the convention, the reporter 
noted, "And in several dozen symposiums during the weeklong meeting, companies 
paid the [American Psychiatric Association] about $50,000 per session to control which 
scientists and papers were presented and to shape the presentations." 
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Survey Results 

Is It Time to End Industry Sponsored CME? 
Preliminary Results from an Ongoing Survey 
By John Mack 

Since 17 December 2007, Pharma Marketing 
News has hosted an online survey (access it here) 
asking respondents their views regarding industry 
sponsorship of accredited CME, including views on 
value, bias, ACCME firewalls, and alternative 
means of CME support. We present some 
preliminary results here based on 59 responses. 

About Respondents 
Figure 1 shows the affiliation of respondents. 
Grouped in “Agency/Pub” are ad agencies, 
marketing/PR agencies, and publishing/media 
companies; “Other” includes medical schools,  
professional societies, and patients.  

Approximately 25% of respondents reported that 
their organization is accredited by ACCME, 
whereas about two-thirds were not. The remaining 
9% were unsure. Eighty-eight percent (88%) of 
respondents were based in the U.S. 

Seventy-six percent (76%) of respondents 
indicated they were very or somewhat supportive 
of the pharmaceutical industry (42% were very 
supportive). Only 12% were very or somewhat 
unsupportive of the industry (5% were very 
unsupportive). 

 

  
Figure 1: Respondent Affiliation 

Views on Industry-Sponsored CME 
Respondents were asked to rate their level of 
agreement with the following statements: 

1. Referring to single-company sponsored CME, 
I believe it is strongly biased in favor of the 
sponsor's product(s). [BIAS] 

2. ACCME guidelines regarding "firewalls" 
between the commercial and educational 
interests of a CME provider are effective in 
preventing bias in pharma-sponsored CME. 
[FIREWALL] 

3. Pharma-sponsored CME should be 
eliminated or greatly reduced and other 
means found for paying to develop CME (eg, 
direct payment by physicians, government 
grants, private foundation grants, etc.) [NO 
INDUSTRY] 

4. Industry sponsorship of CME is vital to the 
improvement of medical outcomes. [VITAL] 

5. The best way for pharmaceutical companies 
to sponsor CME is through block grants made 
to medical schools and/or professional 
societies. [GRANTS] 

Figure 2 (pg. 19) summarizes the results. 

Views of Segments 
Accredited Organizations: Of the 25% of 
respondents from ACCME-accredited organiza-
tions, 73% disagreed that single-company 
sponsorship of accredited CME was biased 
(compared to 40% overall). The same percentage 
disagreed that pharma-sponsored CME should be 
eliminated (versus 40% overall). Eighty percent 
(80%) agreed that industry sponsorship of CME is 
vital (versus 61 %) overall. 

Some comments from respondents in this seg-
ment: 

“For many professional medical societies, the major 
source of revenue to allow the implementation of CME 
programs comes from the pharma industry. To cut off 
this funding resource would result in many fewer CME 
activities and perhaps the extinction of many smaller 
professional societies who truly impact physician and 
researcher knowledge in a very positive way.” – 
Anonymous 

Continues…
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“Univerities and medical societies can be very 
academic and ivory tower plus are rife with politics. But 
they often have KOLs and expertise. Private providers 
are innovative and cost conscious. A combination of the 
two can be the best deliver vehicle while pharma can 
provide the firewalled funding.” -- David Hoo, VP 
Marketing, Advanstar 

Some comments from respondents in this seg-
ment: 

“I think it is important that pharma sponsor programs, 
but it should be totally independent from the company 
e.g. a third party should make the determination from 
pharma where the funding will go, not a department in 
pharma.” -- Anonymous 

“It is the obligation of the CME provider to establish 
the educational need prior to pursuing grant support 
from industry. Upon grant receipt, the pharmaceutical 
company has no input as to the content or faculty 
selection. It is the obligation of the CME 
provider/MECC to ensure that the content is fair-
balanced and current.” -- Anonymous 

“Pharma has money. Pharma has interest in interacting 
with physicians. Sponsoring CME is one way for 
pharma to spend money as a way of interacting with 
physicians. It is up to the regulators to create 
frameworks to ensure the CME modules offered stay 
product and company neutral (as far as possible).” -- 
Anonymous 

Phamacos: Of the 25% of respondents from 
pharmaceutical/biotech/medical device companies, 
43% disagreed that single-company sponsorship 
of accredited CME was biased (compared to 40% 
overall). A somewhat higher percentage (50%) 
disagreed that pharma-sponsored CME should be 
eliminated (versus 40% overall). Eighty-six percent 
(86%) agreed that industry sponsorship of CME is 
vital (versus 61 %) overall. 

“It can be done right but most companies aren’t doing it 
right.” -- Anonymous 

“The credibility of the accrediting agencies are at risk. 
Typically even CME programs will show benefits to the 
sponsor's products, but the vetting done by the 
accrediting group should man that the material 
presented is unbiased. My personal experience is that 
these programs do provide unbiased education and 

create forums for genuine 
scientific discussion.” -- 
Anonymous 

“I think that pharma companies 
can effectively support CME 
without biasing the content. 
Within my organization, the 
entire process is completely 
divorced from Marketing and is 
managed solely by Medical. 
Grant requests must come from 
outside organizations; if they 
meet general guidelines with 
regards to the objectives that we 
have, they are approved. Onc
grant is made, my company
allows the content to be 
developed independently. 
Moreover, we have no approval 
sayso whatsoever.” -- 
Anonymous 

e a 
 

 If you have taken the 
survey, thanks very 

much. If not, you can 
take the survey here. 

To review the de-
identified results to date, 

click here. 
Figure 2: Respondents’ Opinions. 
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Guest Article 

Cholesterol Drug Users Discuss Their Medication 
Talking Health at a Local Coffee Shop 
By Jim Avery 

At breakfast last week in one of my favorite coffee 
shops, I was talking with some friends who I knew 
had some health problems. I mentioned that there 
were a couple of recent articles in newspapers on 
cholesterol drugs and clinical trials. No one had 
seen or even heard of these articles and I was a bit 
taken aback that I was the only one who had seen 
what I judged to be fairly important information on 
healthcare. 

Impromptu Focus Group 
One thing led to another and pretty soon we were 
having an in-depth discussion about their high 
cholesterol, general healthcare, the FDA, and what 
they think when they read news stories or 
advertising that relates to their ailment. Obviously, 
being a professor of advertising at the University  
of Oklahoma, I took the opportunity to turn our 
breakfast meeting into a little impromptu focus 
group.  

All three of my friends—Jack, Rose, and Steve—
are over the age of fifty, are college graduates, and 
two of the three have master's degrees. 

Jack had a heart attack a few years ago. Prior to 
that time he did not go to a doctor on a regular 
basis. When he was in the hospital, he learned his 
triglycerides were too high and his doctor 
recommended that he start taking medication to 
bring them in line. 

Rose found that her cholesterol level was high 
during a routine blood test. It appears to be a 
family heritage. At first, she tried to increase her 
exercise. She found it improved her test scores, 
but she was still just borderline. She decided to 
start taking the prescription recommended by her 
doctor in order to give her a margin of safety. 

Steve has had several "episodes" with his heart, 
has been to several doctors in two different states, 
and has tried everything his doctors have 
recommended. Even with his diligence, he still did 
not have his high cholesterol under control. His 
wife found a program offered at a hospital that 
required total diet control, medication, and 
exercise. She said it is time for them to "take the 
offensive." He believes it saved his life. He 
recognizes that it is very stringent. No butter, no fat 
of any kind, can be included in his diet, ever. 

Cholesterol Treatment in the News 
I gave each of them copies of the articles on 
cholesterol, which I just happened to have with me. 
I had read these earlier in the week and gave my 
friends some time to read them while we enjoyed 
our coffee and doughnuts. One article was on new 
ways to treat cholesterol and the other revealed 
that a reduction in cholesterol does not necessarily 
lead to a reduction in heart disease. 

In the first part of our discussion afterward, all 
three said was that their cholesterol medication is 
working for them. Rose and Steve commented on 
their latest blood work as evidence. Jack was 
certain that he was improving, too. When I 
challenged him on whether the medication is 
working or if he is just getting better on his own, 
Jack said there was no way for him to know, but he 
is confident that his improved health is directly 
related to the medicine. 

All of them had done individual research on their 
ailment, diagnosis, and the treatment of medicines 
recommended by their doctors. After a short period 
of time, however, Rose and Jack soon left the 
details of their ailment and its treatment up to their 
doctors.  

However, Steve, who is retired from both the Air 
Force and a management position, took more 
control of his heath. He monitors everything he 
eats—he didn’t have any doughnuts like the rest of 
us did that day—and he exercises regularly. He 
also sees his doctor regularly, and often takes 
articles from magazines or details from 
advertisements to show his doctor and asks for a 
recommendation.  

I was surprised at how little Jack and Rose knew of 
their medical condition. Neither knew the difference 
between HDL and LDL. I suspect that they quit 
investigating when they felt confident that they 
were getting better physically and chose to 
therefore trust their doctors. 

Surprising Lack of Trust 
We are all aware that consumers do not trust big 
corporations, but I was surprised at how distrustful 
all three of these friends were of pharmaceutical 
companies. I never even brought up the subject of 

Continues…
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trust or reliability. Rose just commented that these 
companies are not trustworthy. I understood their 
distrust of advertising, but was surprised to find out 
that this distrust extended to the news media, 
doctors, and hospitals as well. Rose went so far to 
say that "drug companies lie to me" and both Jack 
and Steve agreed. They each had a comment to 
express their distrust, and each related a story 
about a doctor who gave bad advice. Steve said 
that it took him several years to correct a situation 
caused by a poor doctor. 

On the positive side, they all had praise for their 
pharmacists. Rose and Steve both related 
personal experiences when their pharmacist had 
corrected a mistake their regular doctor had made. 
Both spoke of a prescription that might have 
caused harmful effects with another medication 
they were taking at the time. I shared my own story 
about being prescribed a penicillin based drug 
even though my chart noted my allergy. The 
pharmacist caught the error for me, also. 

Surrogate Endpoints “Miss the Point” 
One article I gave them referenced limited FDA 
requirements for drug testing, It flabbergasted all 
three of them. That the FDA does not require 
testing results to show a change in heart disease, 
but only requires that the research show that there 
is a reduction in cholesterol, seemed to miss the 
point to them. Steve noted that it is as if cholesterol 
has become the disease instead of the symptom. 

FDA Not Doing Its Job? 
They were all disappointed that the FDA permitted 
the sale of drugs that could have negative effects. 
Jack said that he had read that the FDA is a 
stickler for testing and that it often takes longer to 
get new drugs approved in our country than 
elsewhere in the world. He pointed out that this 
does not seem to be consistent with the current 
practice.  

All three were disappointed with how long it takes 
to get a new drug to the market.  

Jack brought up his distrust of insurance 
companies. Rose and Steve immediately agreed. 
Each related an experience when their HMO did 
not allow something they thought would have 
improved their health. Steve gets his prescriptions 
at the Air Force base. He has a list of what is 
available. His doctor told him that he could 
recommend a drug from the list, but it wouldn't help 
him. So now, Steve often pays for medication that 
is not covered under his plan. 

Overall, I continue to be surprised at what little 
trust people have for anything that has to do with 

the healthcare industry. I knew, as I am sure you 
do, that consumers do not trust the pharmaceutical 
companies. My surprise is in two areas. First, the 
intensity of that distrust, and second, that this 
negative halo extends to the FDA and to virtually 
any news associated with these companies or with 
the government agencies responsible.  

We Haven’t Reached Bottom Yet 
It is likely that the distrust started with insurance 
companies and HMOs, but every time the news 
media report that a drug doesn't do what it was 
intended to do, or that people who took what had 
been tested to be a perfectly safe drug may have a 
serious side effect, the "bad will" meter goes up. 
This "bad will" is rubbing off on medical 
practitioners, marketers of pharmaceuticals and 
medical devises, and the FDA more all the time.  

My small group discussion indicates to me that the 
situation is getting worse and that we probably 
have not yet hit bottom. 

Note: The two articles referenced here were: 
1. New Questions on Treating Cholesterol, New York Times, 

January 17, 2008 

2. Study Reveals Doubt on Drug for Cholesterol, New York 
Times, January 15, 2008 

Jim Avery is Professor of Advertising, and holds the 
Gaylord Endowed Professorship, at the University of 
Oklahoma. The meeting of “friends” in a coffee shop 
was a fictional embellishment of an actual focus group 
Avery recently held. Except for that and the names of 
the participants, everything else reported here is an 
accurate summary of the results of the focus group 
discussion. You can learn more about professor Avery 
and his teaching techniques by listening to this Pharma 
Marketing Talk podcast: “Teaching New Dogs Old 
Tricks.”  
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Vytorin and Zetia Are Dead in the 
Water 
Vytorin and Zetia Are Dead in the 
Water 
Physicians have virtually stopped writing new 
prescriptions (NWRx's) for Vytorin and Zetia since 
the bad news about the ENHANCE trial became 
public. This is evident in the chart below compiled 
by ImpactRx. 
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Click here for larger image. 

For more on this, see This Post to Pharma 
Marketing Blog 

Different Views of Pharma and its 
Critics 

The January issue of 
Pharmaceutical Executive 
Magazine featured an illustra-
tion representing the confron-
tation with Big Pharma as 
Little Red Riding Hood and its 
critics and Big Bad Wolves. 

In so far as PE Magazine is 
the mouthpiece of the 
pharmaceutical industry, its 

depiction of the industry's predicament illustrates 
yet again that it has no clue how to manage the 

crisis. If it sees its adversaries as wolves then all 
its options are limited to kill or be killed. 

For the PE image vs. another, more realistic one, 
read This Post to Pharma Marketing Blog 

 

Duluth Bans Tchotchkes -- That's 
Snot Funny! 
According to a report in the The Minneapolis Star-
Tribune, a Duluth-based health system is declaring 
a ban on drug-logo freebies, no matter how small. 
That includes, according to the report, a 
disembodied stuffed nose from Allegra that 
exclaims, "That's snot funny!" 

I guess the pharmaceutical industry also doesn't 
find it funny that more and more hospitals and 
health systems are banning freebies (aka 
tchotchkes) that their sales reps give to physicians. 

For more about this, including a link to a Pharma 
Marketing News survey of experts on their opinion 
regarding various kinds of free pharma gifts to 
physicians, read This Post to Pharma Marketing 
Blog 

Did Pfizer Run a Chantix 
"Bookend" Ad During 60 
Minutes? 
On January 13, 2008, while watching 60 Minutes 
on CBS, there was an "NFL Today" playoff update 
break with James Brown. 

As the spot came on, Brown first mentioned that 
the break was sponsored by CHANTIX, Pfizer's 
smoking cessation pill and program (see "A Pill, a 
Plan, a Profit? -- Chantix!"). The CHANTIX logo 
was right next to him, big and large near the center 
of the screen. 

After about 30 seconds of playoff scores came the 
ad, which was a "non-branded" Pfizer ad for the 
"My Time to Quit" web site 
(http://www.mytimetoquit.com). 

My question is this: is the sequence [brand 
sponsorship message—30 seconds of show—non-
branded ad associated with the previously 
mentioned brand] a "Bookend Ad"? 

For more on this and the answer to the question, 
see This Post to Pharma Marketing Blog 
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Experts Consulted Experts Consulted 
The following experts were consulted in the preparation of articles for this issue. 

• Jim Avery, Professor of Advertising, University of Oklahoma, javery@ou.edu  

• Mario Cavallini, Pharma Marketing Roundtable member (public profile); Director of Competitive 
Intelligence at Rosetta,   

• Jan Heybroek, Pharma Marketing Roundtable member (public profile); President, The Arcas Group, LLC 

• Chris Mycek, Pharma Marketing Roundtable member (public profile); VP, Health & Wellness at imc2   

• Alfred O'Neill, Pharma Marketing Roundtable member (public profile); SVP, Group Director at Ryan 
TrueHealth  

 

Resources 
The following resources were used in the preparation of articles for this issue. 

 ACCME Annual Report Data. ACCME annually collects data summarizing the size and scope of the CME 
enterprise as provided by ACCME accredited providers. Online here. 

 "Corporate Funding and Conflicts of Interest - A Primer for Psychologists"; an article, published in 
American Psychologist in December 2007, presenting the findings of the APA Task Force on External 
Funding. See http://www.apa.org/journals/releases/amp6291005.pdf  

 “Continuing Education in the Health Professions: Improving Healthcare Through Lifelong 
Learning”; Chairman’s Summary of a November 2007 conference convened by the Josiah Macy, Jr. 
Foundation to address complex issues concerning continuing education in the health professions. See 
http://www.josiahmacyfoundation.org/documents/Macy_ContEd_1_7_08.pdf  
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